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Abstract

Code-switching (CS) is a common linguistic
phenomenon wherein speakers fluidly transi-
tion between languages in conversation. While
the cognitive processes driving CS remain a
complex domain, earlier investigations have
shed light on its multifaceted triggers. This
study explores the influence of Part-of-Speech
(POS) on bilinguals’ inclination to engage in
CS, employing a comprehensive analysis of
Spanish-English and Mandarin-English cor-
pora. Compared with prior research, our find-
ings not only affirm the existence of a statisti-
cally significant connection between POS and
the likelihood of CS across language pairs, but
notably find this relationship exhibits its max-
imum strength in proximity to CS instances,
progressively diminishing as tokens distance
themselves from these CS points.

1 Introduction

Code-switching (CS), the integration of two lan-
guages within a single utterance, is pervasive across
diverse language pairs. This phenomenon presents
the flexibility and adaptability of individuals in
their language use and therefore serves as a test-
ing ground for research into the cognitive mecha-
nisms of bilingual language production. The stud-
ies emerging from this exploration have shown that
CS involves multiple layers of linguistic processing
and is influenced by the properties of the words,
linguistic structures and socio-interactional consid-
erations (Gardner-Chloros, 2009; Kootstra et al.,
2020). In parallel, the practical implications of
understanding CS extend to the development of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques tai-
lored to meet the needs of multilingual communi-
ties. Recent research has seen attempts to integrate
established linguistic theories of CS and harness
machine-learning approaches for training Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR) models (Winata
et al., 2019; Chi and Bell, 2022). However, these

theories often originate from language pairs that
exhibit syntactic similarities, and their practical ap-
plication is often constrained by the efficacy of rele-
vant dependency parsers (Berk-Seligson, 1986; Chi
et al., 2023). While machine-learning approaches
have demonstrated success in their targeted tasks,
they have the potential in benefiting from the inte-
gration of linguistic features drawn from the cor-
pus under examination (Adel et al., 2013; Attia
et al., 2019). Thus, driven by the intrinsic role
of word properties in bilingual language produc-
tion and their potential utility in augmenting CS-
related tasks, this paper explores the influence of
part-of-speech (POS), designed with the aim of be-
ing suitable for comprehending the role of words in
any language, on CS behaviors. The aim is to pro-
vide valuable insights into their role in facilitating
CS occurrences across language pairs, including
those from the same (Spanish-English) and differ-
ent (Mandarin-English) language family.

2 Related work

Numerous studies have been conducted to inves-
tigate the triggers for CS. Through the analysis
of natural language corpora, it has been consis-
tently observed that CS occurrences are more fre-
quent when language-ambiguous words, primarily
cognates1, are in close proximity (Clyne, 1967;
Broersma and De Bot, 2006; Kootstra et al., 2020;
Wintner et al., 2023). This observation aligns with
the well-established notion that cognates lead to the
simultaneous activation of both languages in speak-
ers’ minds, consequently influencing the use of
both languages within a single utterance (Van Ass-
che et al., 2012; Soares et al., 2019). However,
it is essential to note that not all language pairs

1We follow the definition in (Crystal, 2008) that cognates
are words inherited in direct descent from an etymological
ancestor, sharing similar meanings and spellings. However,
some work includes named entities as cognates, which may
be shared by all languages (Wintner et al., 2023).
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possess cognates, and even when they do, identi-
fying these cognates requires linguistic expertise.
Since the majority of CS triggers are nouns and
proper nouns (Broersma and De Bot, 2006), the
role of POS in identifying the constraints of CS
has garnered attention from researchers. Similar
to the experiments on cognates, Soto et al. (2018)
demonstrate the dependency of POS and CS, serv-
ing as an inspiration for our work. In this paper,
we substantiate a more robust hypothesis that such
dependency remains significant when considering
the distribution of both POS and CS across word
positions, and its strength diminishes as the POS
moves further from the points of CS.

3 Methodology

3.1 Corpus

Two language pairs are investigated in this work.
In the case of Spanish-English CS, we analyze
the publicly available Bangor-Miami (BM) corpus,
which features conversational speech recorded by
bilingual speakers in the Miami, Florida region
(Deuchar et al., 2014). 8% sentences in BM cor-
pus are code-switched, and within those, 13.3%
are code-switched words. The original Bangor-
Miami data is automatically annotated using its
native tagset, courtesy of the Bangor Autoglosser
(Donnelly and Deuchar, 2011). For the sake of
facilitating cross-linguistic comparisons, we opt
for a version of the corpus that has been annotated
with Universal POS tags (AlGhamdi et al., 2016).
For Mandarin-English CS experiments, we explore
the South East Asian Mandarin-English (SEAME)
corpus. SEAME comprises conversations and in-
terviews with bilingual speakers from Malaysia
and Singapore (Lyu et al., 2010), where 52% are
code-switched sentences, of which 24% are code-
switched words. We annotate SEAME utilizing the
Spacy toolkit, following the methodology outlined
in Bhattacharya et al. (2023). The distribution of
POS tags in both corpora is detailed in Table 1a.

3.2 Triggering hypothesis

In their work, Soto et al. (2018) established a defini-
tion of CS words as the initial words following CS
points. They convincingly demonstrated a robust
statistical association between POS and the words
preceding CS and the CS words themselves. How-
ever, this definition presents a problem that despite
the χ2 test affirming the dependence between POS
and CS words, it remains plausible that this depen-

dence may be influenced solely by word positions
rather than the intrinsic nature of CS, because CS
points are not uniformly distributed across all po-
sitions in a sentence and in particular, never occur
at the start. This connection is shown in Figure 1.
To illustrate, consider a scenario where a particu-
lar POS tag predominantly occurs at the start of
a sentence, making it less likely to be CS words
itself. This would indicate a significant distribution
difference, even if the same POS tag is occasionally
code-switched in other positions. In light of these
considerations, we refine our hypothesis to assert
that these POS tags maintain a statistically robust
relationship with CS and the words surrounding it,
even when accounting for specific word positions.
Furthermore, we also posit that this relationship
diminishes as it extends to more distant words.

Word Position

CS POS tag
?

Figure 1: An undirected graph depicting the hypotheti-
cal connections between word position, CS, and POS.

4 Experiments

4.1 CS words

The relationship between the two variables, CS
and POS, is examined using the χ2 test for inde-
pendence, with Yates’ correction for continuity for
small expected frequencies applied where neces-
sary. To account for word positions, we classify
words into three categories: Start, Mid, and End.
Start represents that the word appears as the first
word in the sentence, and End represents that the
word appears as the last word in the sentence. Any
words in the middle are categorized as Mid. In
constructing contingency tables that tabulate the
counts of all POS tags and their association with
CS words, we compute the expected distribution
based on Equation 1 under the null hypothesis that,
given specific word positions, CS and POS are inde-
pendent of each other. N(CS,ADJ) here denotes
the expected count of words being both CS and
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ADJ ADP ADV AUX CONJ DET INTJ NOUN NUM PART PRON PROPN SCONJ VERB
BM 3.98 6.91 8.00 3.95 4.23 8.44 5.75 10.68 1.44 2.53 18.36 2.48 3.76 19.47

SEAME 3.11 5.24 16.94 1.59 1.47 3.97 1.71 15.42 2.95 4.87 14.05 5.73 1.26 21.70

(a) POS distribution in Bangor-Miami and SEAME corpus.

ADJ ADP ADV AUX CONJ DET INTJ NOUN NUM PART PRON PROPN SCONJ VERB
BM 4.58 7.59 7.96 1.36 5.42 6.72 6.55 18.80 1.33 0.26 19.98 3.04 5.94 10.48√√ √√ √ √√ √√√ √√ √√ √ √ √√√

- - - ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ - ↓ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↓
SEAME 4.54 3.97 14.42 0.38 1.64 2.68 1.78 19.02 1.58 7.18 13.43 13.34 0.88 15.15√√√ √√√ √√ √√√ √√ √√√ √√ √√√ √√√ √√√ √√√ √ √√√

↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑ - ↑ ↓ ↓

(b) POS distribution within CS words and the significance of running χ2 statistical tests on POS and CS words.

Table 1: Comparison of POS distributions (shown in percentage) within the entire corpus and CS words and the
results of the significance test. One

√
indicates p < 0.01, two indicate p < 10−36 and three indicate p < 10−100. ↑

and ↓ represent whether they more often or less often occur at the CS word.

tagged as ADJ 2. The variable i represents word
positions. Ni is the number of words at position
i and Pi signifies the probability of a word being
CS/ADJ at position i. It is important to note that the
earlier hypothesis proposed by Soto et al. (2018),
which does not account for word positions, can be
regarded as a particular case where words are uni-
formly distributed across the Start, Mid, and End
positions, affording them an equal likelihood of
appearing at any point within a sentence.

N(CS,ADJ) =
∑

i∈s,m,e

Pi(CS,ADJ)Ni

=
∑

i∈s,m,e

Pi(CS)Pi(ADJ)Ni

(1)

4.2 Neighbour words
Soto et al. (2018) primarily focused on investigat-
ing the presence of POS that directly precede and
follow CS words, relying on distribution analysis
and χ2 tests to assess their associations. However,
due to the inherent complexity of syntactic rela-
tionships within sentences, when examining CS
holistically, the impact of various POS tags of CS
words on neighboring words may result in intricate
mutual offset or amplification effects. Since this
analysis is grounded in count-based data, detecting
significant changes can be challenging. To over-
come this, we introduce a novel approach wherein
we categorize CS based on the POS of CS words.
For each CS category, we chart the distribution of
POS in words immediately preceding and follow-
ing the CS word, as well as those with a distance

2ADJ is used here for illustration, with all POS tags han-
dled similarly.

of two to four words away. These distributions are
then compared to the overall POS distribution in
the context of each POS category, enabling us to
isolate the differences solely attributable to code-
switching behaviors.

5 Results

5.1 CS words

Table 1b first presents the distribution of each POS
category within CS words. When comparing with
the overall distribution in the corpus as shown
in Table 1a, one can easily observe that NOUN
and PROPN appear more frequently as CS words,
while VERB and AUX appear less frequently as CS
words in both corpora. It then displays the results
of χ2 statistical tests on each group of POS tags
and CS words where a single

√
indicates a signif-

icance level of p < 0.01, two indicate p < 10−36

and three indicate p < 10−100. ↑ and ↓ represent
whether these tags occur more or less frequently at
CS words based on our observations. The analysis
reveals a strong statistical relationship for most
of the POS tags. Notably, in contrast to Soto
et al. (2018), where CONJ and SCONJ, PRON,
and NOUN exhibit distinct effects on CS words in
the BM corpus, we find that they exhibit similar
behaviors. One potential explanation can be our
different assumptions about word positions, as 25%
of words at the start position are PRON and 15%
are CONJ, while only 1.6% is NOUN and 5.4%
is SCONJ. PRON and CONJ tags are more likely
to appear at the beginning of sentences, signifi-
cantly influencing our calculations. It is also worth
noting that SEAME generally exhibits a stronger
statistical relationship when compared to BM. This
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(a) POS of words positioned at 1-4 words before CS words tagged as NOUN (top) and ADJ (bottom) in SEAME.

(b) POS of words positioned at 1-4 words after CS words tagged as NOUN (top) and ADJ (bottom) in SEAME.

(c) POS of words positioned at 1-4 words before CS words tagged as NOUN (top) and ADJ (bottom) in BM.

(d) POS of words positioned at 1-4 words after CS words tagged as NOUN (top) and ADJ (bottom) in BM.

Figure 2: The visualization of the distribution of POS for words positioned at 1-4 words away from CS points,
specifically those categorized as NOUN and ADJ in both corpora.

suggests that Mandarin and English have a more
diverse syntactic structure compared to Spanish
and English, leading to less flexibility in CS. Ad-
ditionally, an interesting finding is the infrequency
of switches on VERB or AUX in both language
pairs. This can be attributed to the fact that these
verbs are typically preceded by pronouns and re-
quire agreement in terms of person and number,
which imposes constraints on the act of CS.

5.2 Neighbour words

In the interest of space, Figure 2 exclusively
presents the distribution of POS for words posi-
tioned at 1-4 words away from CS points which
are categorized as NOUN and ADJ, while the com-
plete set of results can be found in the Appendix.
The displayed results for SEAME reveal that ADJ
occurs less frequently preceding switched NOUNs,
as ADJ has larger distribution over non-switched
NOUNs compared with CS switched NOUNs. This
aligns with the tendency for noun phrases to be

switched together. A similar rationale can be ap-
plied to the observation that VERB and ADV are
more common before switched NOUNs (at the start
of the noun phrases). Additionally, the languages
explored in this paper are all Subject–Verb–Object
languages, indicating the flexibility of language use
between verb and object. It also can be observed
that as words distance themselves from CS points,
the difference in the distribution of POS between
words near CS and non-CS words diminishes, espe-
cially in SEAME. The difference is still significant
for the closest words in BM, while further words
show no significance at all. Furthermore, it can
be found that the preceding words generally have
more influence compared to the following words,
which is consistent with Soto et al. (2018). Notably,
in SEAME even the largest p-value among these
tests is smaller than 0.001. This result can be at-
tributed to the linguistic principle that every word’s
usage is influenced by its context.
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6 Conclusion

With a thorough analysis of two language pairs, we
extend prior work by incorporating the impact of
word positions and robustly confirm the statistically
significant connection between POS and CS. The
significance level is higher for Mandarin-English,
suggesting a more diverse syntactical structure
leads to less flexibility in CS. By categorizing CS
words and investigating neighboring POS, we ob-
serve that this relationship is strongest in close
proximity to CS instances, gradually diminishing
as words move farther from CS points. In order
to validate the practical utility of our findings, we
intend to integrate these observed features into the
design of CS generation models, enabling us to
compare the model outcomes with established the-
ories in future research.

7 Limitations

Due to limited CS data, we could only focus on two
language pairs, despite attempts to select pairs with
diverse syntactic features. While we acknowledge
the availability of additional CS corpora (Shehadi
and Wintner, 2022; Osmelak and Wintner, 2023),
texts from social media and transcripts of conversa-
tional speech are markedly distinct sources, and we
aim to maintain consistency in other variables, such
as formality. The calculation in our study relies on
external NLP tools for POS tagging, while it is a
challenging task for CS. It is also worth noting that
the syntactic intricacies within a sentence may be
far more complex than what has been addressed
in this paper. Although we extend prior work by
incorporating word positions into our analysis, it’s
possible that other factors not covered in this study,
such as topic relevance and prosodic elements, also
influence CS behaviors to some extent.
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A Appendix

Figures 3 and 4 present the POS distribution for
words positioned 1-4 words before and after all CS
points in SEAME, while Figures 5 and 6 present
the corresponding results for BM. As discussed in
the paper, we observe that the disparity in POS
distribution between words near CS and non-CS
words diminishes as words move away from CS
points, particularly in SEAME. It’s worth mention-
ing that, for BM, certain CS categories like PART
suffer from small sample sizes, some even reach-
ing zero counts. Due to this limitation, we do not
provide the results of the χ2 test for them, as it is
not applicable in these cases.
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Figure 3: The visualization of the distribution of POS for words positioned at 1-4 words before CS points in
SEAME.
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Figure 4: The visualization of the distribution of POS for words positioned at 1-4 words after CS points in SEAME.
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Figure 5: The visualization of the distribution of POS for words positioned at 1-4 words before CS points in BM.
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Figure 6: The visualization of the distribution of POS for words positioned at 1-4 words after CS points in BM.
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